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Abstract. Many problems undermine the formal verification of security in (non-trivial) ICT systems: 1) Flawed security assumptions lead
to incorrect requirements definition, conceptually flawed designs and the
inevitability of security failure [45]. 2) Most secure systems use (defacto)
standards based ciphers, protocols, and COTS hardware, that collectively suffer from these problems and have no formal model [38]. 3)
Conceptual flaws exist in the way safety and security systems are formally modelled. Temporal properties [43] and human trust factors are
often ignored [64]. This paper collates expert assessments of the current global ICT security status and presents the ICT Gozo Malta Project
Technology Roadmap (see figure 1), developed by Synaptic Laboratories
Limited. This Roadmap offers a grand collaborative clean-slate ICT vision designed to address many known security problems, to viably bolster
existing ICT systems, and to enable more verifiably secure, trustworthy
and dependable, systems of systems in practice.

1

Executive summary

The US [4] and UK [69] Governments assert their respective nations are at
strategic risk of failure due to security problems plaguing the ICT ecosystem. World-leading cyber security experts claim this is because of serious conceptual design flaws throughout our ICT foundations [64], [40], [13]. According
to Brian Snow (former US NSA IAD): “We must change our toxic environment.” [64] Over the past ≈ 12 years Synaptic Labs has been systematically
addressing the conceptual, functional and security flaws in today’s ICT ecosystem, including: global-scale networking, global-scale cryptographic key and identity management, and secure computing. Many of our conceptual cross-domain
designs have been independently, positively, peer reviewed by world-leading companies and experts; some have also been openly published. The Roadmap begins
by converging high-assurance safety and security requirements in universal computing designs to create dependable platforms that seek to protect the legitimate
interests of all stakeholders, globally. We can change the game by realising this
Roadmap, using high assurance formal methods from the onset, to enable applications built on them to be formally verifiable down to the processor core

level. We invite the formal methods community to join this collaboration with
other world-leading ICT organizations and domain experts, to realise verifiably
secure trustworthy and dependable systems of systems in practice.

2

Structure of this paper

This paper collates assessments by world-class domain experts’ on our global
cyber safety and security status §3 and their views on the condition of our ICT
pillars §3.3. §4 outlines the ICT Gozo Malta / Synaptic Labs’ Technology
Development Roadmap (fig. 1), based on ≈ 12 years cross-domain research and
design, to realise a universally trustworthy and dependable ICT ecosystem that
can be formally verified. §5 briefly surveys design strategies for success. §6
outlines the application of our Roadmap design strategies in each of the ICT
pillars. In §7 we invite you to join the revolution and help realize a globally
inclusive, universally trustworthy and dependable, ICT ecosystem.

3
3.1

Cyber safety and security assessment
Experts claim our cyber foundations are fundamentally flawed

Our videos and publications provide a wide summary on this subject [37], [38].
Examples include: in 2011 Brian Snow (35 years, U.S. National Security Agency
NSA, incl. 12 years as Technical Director of Information Assurance Directorate
IAD), asserted: “There are problems today in cyber security practice that impact
the community as a whole, and we need to solve those problems soon. They are
pervasive, ongoing, and getting worse, not better.” ... “the community at large is
applying the wrong or inadequate engineering practices, and taking a lot of short
cuts. ... your cyber systems continue to function and serve you NOT due to the
EXPERTISE of your security staff, but solely due to the SUFFERANCE of your
opponents.” [64] The Director of U.S. National Intelligence testified (2010) that
the public and private information infrastructure was ‘threatened’. Melissa
Hathaway (leader of the U.S. National Cyberspace Policy Review [4]) added:
“And I would say that it is compromised.” [40]. “I think it is unconscionable that our leaders are not talking about what is really happening. Some
of it is because of the fear that we are going to lose trust in the core infrastructure
and/or that we are going to lose public confidence.” [40] Debora Plunkett, Director of the U.S. NSA IAD, stated: “we are not at all overstating the threat.” [13]
3.2

Why the flawed cyber foundations are a Trust Bubble

3.2.1 Conceptual design flaws throughout the ICT ecosystem: B.
Snow warns: “Today’s Trust Bubble [ed. ICT] products are rife with a huge pile
of crippling un-addressed conceptual and implementation debt. ... we are ripe
for a Trust Bubble melt-down with the same scale of consequences that the Credit
Markets suffered.” [64] M. Hathaway laments: “We have not designed systems
for failure for over 40 years.” ... “We are not designing and investing into an
infrastructure ... that could succeed through a major disaster.” [40]

3.2.2 Flaws in the approach to ICT design: We agree with M. Hathaway: “I would argue that we need to be thinking about designing for a more
secure and resilient architecture.” [40] B. Snow observes: “The security professional faces an environment that adaptively and rapidly changes to nullify his
efforts ... He must accept that standard design practices simply are not adequate
in a malicious environment! ... the Security Industry has yet to fully internalize how much CHANGE is required in the DESIGN environment given that
MALICE rather than benign failure is the major driver for their products.” [64]
3.2.3 Global Risks Report: Critical systems failure was identified by the
World Economic Forum’s Global Risks Report [10] as “a key concern for world
leaders from government, business and civil society” and that this will “most
likely be caused by cyber attacks”; currently ranked 4th out of 50 global risks.
3.2.4 The bottom line is trustworthiness: Jeannette Wing, U.S. National
Science Foundation, states: “We need to be able to trust our systems, digital and
physical, because after all what protects our physical is often digital now.” [52]
3.3

Assessments of ICT pillars

3.3.1 The state of ICT hardware: B. Snow states: “For a one-word synopsis of computer design philosophy, it was and is: SHARING. In the security
realm, the one word synopsis is SEPARATION. .... So today, making a computer
secure requires imposing a “separation paradigm” on top of an architecture built
to share. That is tough! Even when partially successful, the residual problem
is going to be covert channels.” [63] Real-time experts [49] state: “In safety
critical and mission critical systems ... it is important to assign applications
with different requirements to different partitions with different criticality levels
... Partitions should be isolated functionally, temporally and securely ... Unfortunately, modern COTS architectures are not built to provide strong isolation
guarantees.” From a safety perspective, in 2012 Airbus’ Benoît Triquet [68]
stated multicore processors represent “a major challenge how to adequately deploy them for safety applications they were typically not designed specifically for.
... Temporal behaviour has been much less addressed ... Airbus ... have found
very few multicore chips that can ever hope to be useable for avionics.” From
a security perspective, B. Snow argues: “And so it makes a lot of fun, they have
good cryptography, they have little computers and chips, and they are radiating [compromising emissions] like swine.” [66] The ICT GM / Synaptic Labs
Technology Roadmap seeks to specifically address these issues in a manner that
makes safety and security viable in universal computing hardware.
3.3.2 The state of ICT operating systems: The paper titled “The Inevitability of Failure: The Flawed Assumption of Security in Modern Computing
Environments” states [45]: “Current security efforts suffer from the flawed assumption that adequate security can be provided in applications.” In 2005, B.

Snow goes wider and deeper: “Given today’s common hardware and software architectural paradigms, operating systems security ... is the current ‘black hole’ of
security.” Today, B. Snow states: “Consider the use of high-assurance ... operating systems ... as a way to reduce the attack surface of your critical systems, and
to isolate one component from another. ... they can provide considerable gains
in security and functionality for systems needing high-assurance or high-integrity
or high-performance.” See: [32], [3]. The safety and security RTOS vendors
are collaborating with us because they need much better hardware support.
3.3.3 The state of ICT clouds: CEBR [6] cautions that the full shift to
cloud computing may not happen if perceptions in relation to security and
resilience-related aspects of cloud computing solutions deteriorate [6]. According to an ENISA report, administrator roles in today’s cloud architectures expose
cloud customers to extremely high risk [23]. ENISA says these insider attacks
have a Medium probability of occurrence and will have a Very High negative
impact on stakeholders [23]. In a 2010 public cloud privacy breach, clients had
to notify Google that insider attacks were defacing their accounts for months before Google took corrective action. [42] Dr. Howard Shrobe, Program Manager
for the DARPA I2O Mission Orientated Resilient Clouds project argues “Clouds
are concentrated Vulnerability Amplifiers” because they are monocultured, have
huge concentration of hosts on high speed network without internal checks, have
implicit trust among hosts, they have resource sharing and co-residence of unrelated computations, are an obvious target, are vulnerable to activity monitoring
and other types of side-channel attack vulnerabilities [8].
3.3.4 The state of the Internet protocol/deployment: B. Snow states:
“The creators of the Internet knew that MALICE was a serious issue.” ... “However, the creators of the Internet pushed security aside due to the perceived difficulties, or cost, and that is the start of our problems today. To put
it bluntly, the Internet was not built to address the known risks [16]. By design, the Internet naïvely relies on the honesty of every network user, and places
far too little emphasis on healthy mutual suspicion! The cost and risks were
not eliminated – rather they were both shifted away from the designers and the
manufacturers, and transferred to the Global user base.” [64] To quote Vice
Admiral J. Mike McConnell (USN Ret): “The Internet has introduced a level of
vulnerability that is unprecedented ... The nation is at strategic risk.”
The U.S. National Cyberspace Policy Review states: “An advisory group
for [DARPA] describes defense of current Internet Protocol-based networks as a
losing proposition.” [4] Vint Cerf says: “A new version of the Internet might
be the best way to defend against cyber attacks.” [48]
3.3.5 Conflicts of interest between cyber offence and defense: Some
governments seem to be to determined to exploit these strategic vulnerabilities
rather than seek to deploy trustworthy ICT ecosystems. Prof. Ross Anderson

argues that there is a fundamental conflict of interest inherent in the UK policy. In the USA, DARPA’s global-scale cyber offensive initiative “Plan X” will
“support development of fundamental strategies and tactics needed to dominate
the cyber battlespace.” [11] Effective cyber offense requires collective weakness.
3.3.6 The state of the civilian identity management federation: There
are serious design and implementation flaws [39], [46], [47] that have plagued the
civilian global-scale public key infrastructure (PKI) and fundamentally undermine its utility [36]. The following two citations provide an indication of
the level of expert dissatisfaction: Richard R. Brooks’ paper: “Liars and the lying liars that tell them” and Peter Gutmann’s book “Engineering Security” [39]
section titled: “SSL certificates: Indistinguishable from Placebo.” According
to Landon Noll, Cryptologist and Security Architect at CISCO: “PKI ... In
practice is it snake oil? It is somewhat indistinguishable in practice because
of the problems.” [36] Andrew McLaughlin, White House Deputy CTO of Internet Policy states: “Fake secure websites ... are a danger the government is
powerless to control.” B. Snow states: “Cyber trust, as implemented today,
does not map to the way humans naturally reason about trust.” ... “The issuing
of identity assertions is uncoordinated among many different certificate authorities, none of whom I have a personal relationship with. This means there are
many system nodes that can make false assertions that would be accepted as truth
within the global system.” [64] Elaine Barker, project leader of the NIST globalscale Cryptographic Key Management (CKM) project [17] states on p. 31 and
p. 52 of [18]: CKM designers “must look at means other than public key-based
key management schemes; they must look at quantum computing-resistant algorithms and schemes.” Note: Today’s public key algorithms catastrophically fail
due to derivatives [21] of Shor’s algorithm [19], no trusted alternative available.
3.4

Severe risk of global strategic failure

The U.S. National Cyberspace Policy Review states: “[Security] Threats to cyberspace pose one of the most serious economic and national security challenges
of the 21st Century for the United States and our allies.” [4] The 2011 EU
Commission funded FP7 RISEPTIS Report says: “The trustworthiness of our
increasingly digitised world is at stake.” [58] The 2011 UK Cyber Security Strategy states: “Any reduction in trust towards online communications can now cause
serious economic and social harm to the UK.” [69] Also see: §3.2, [37], [38].

4
4.1

The ICT GM / Synaptic Labs cyber design strategy
Statement of goal

World-leading experts [15], [52], [63], [40], and some Governments [4], [9], [69], [58],
are calling for trustworthy and dependable global-scale ICT systems. The authors argue that such systems must be designed to protect the needs and legitimate interests of all stakeholders [2] with regard to services provided. They

must be acceptable to mutually suspicious entities, irrespective of their relative
power relationships, and not rely on (violent) sanctions to build acceptance.
4.2

The ultimate project for the formal methods

Today, literally billions of people rely on low-assurance technologies such as
PKI X.509, the Internet and COTS computing hardware developed using lowassurance techniques. It is time to employ formal methods to realize trustworthy
and dependable ICT foundations that can be relied on by the global community.
4.3

A grand design strategy for achieving verifiable security

4.3.1 Aim for end-to-end trustworthiness and dependability within
systems of systems:
In 2008 the UK Government’s Technology Strategy
Board (TSB) website stated: “The current way which organisations approach
security can be recognised as an underlying market failure which consists of fire
fighting security problems, silo’d implementation of technologies, uncontrolled application development practices and a failure to address systemic problems. Organisations tend to deal with one problem at a time that results in the deployment
of point solutions to treat singular problems.” TSB observe: “Business now relies on information infrastructures that are interlinked and interdependent.” We
must design cross-cutting safe and secure global-scale multi-stakeholder systems.
4.3.2 Address the human trust issues – protect the stakeholders:
M. Hathaway states: “I don’t trust hardly any transaction right now, there is
no integrity in our infrastructure.” [40]. To quote Nicholas C. Rueter’s cyber
warfare political thesis: “The international system has a number of features that
make cooperation difficult. Most important is the prevalence of uncertainty and
mistrust. ... While many states are satisfied with their place in the international
hierarchy and seek only to protect their position, some states endeavor to enhance their security by dominating others, apparently subscribing to the theory
that ‘the best defense is a good offense.’ Because the system is anarchic (i.e.,
there is no common or overarching world government), states must provide for
their own security needs.” [59] Global-scale ICT systems, such as the X.509 PKI
ecosystem §3.3 and the Internet §3.3, are cooperatively governed international
systems that are currently entrusted (and failing) to protect the legitimate interests of billions of people. We propose to move beyond the anarchic “Law of
Nations” [28] by adopting fault-tolerant civil political techniques in combination
with safety and high assurance security techniques.
Safety engineers design ICT systems to standards (e.g. IEC 61508 [5]) to
avoid “single points of failure” that could compromise the safety of the equipment and stakeholders. High assurance security engineers employ fault tolerant
techniques (e.g. NSA SKPP [3]) for ensuring confidentiality under faults. Political scientists design governance systems to avoid “single points of trust, authority failure” (such as tyrants and dictators) that could compromise the safety or

security of the community. We argue that the ICT safety and security communities need to collaborate with political scientists to combine the spirit of IEC61508 [5] with the spirit of the laws that underpin modern civil governance systems [50]. In addition to ICT’s objectives of availability, reliability, safety, confidentiality, integrity, maintainability [14], audit-ability, non-repudiation and/or
(pseudo)anonymity, we must also do more to address the human trust issues. To
reword Montesquieu in 1748 [50]: “Government (and ICT systems) should be set
up so that no person has a reason to be afraid of another person.” We need to
embody more democratic good governance principles into ICT systems.
4.3.3 Decentralise power across stakeholders in a fault tolerant way:
We need to move beyond binary and semantic interoperability [60] and loosely
co-ordinated federations of service providers in which each service provider acts
in a predominantly unilateral way without consultation or the oversight of other
service providers. Similar to democratic systems that seek to check the arbitrary
will and caprice of dictators or aristocrats, ICT systems can decentralise power
and be stronger when multiple (semi-)autonomous mutually suspicious entities
(netizens) are involved in transactions in a way that is designed [50] to protect the
legitimate interests of all stakeholders. For an example of how to do that at the
client-server transaction level see [36], [33], [34]. When seeking trustworthiness
and dependability employ decentralization of power and formal methods.
4.3.4 Aim to completely eliminate problems: It is much simpler to argue
the safety or security properties of a system when you eliminate a hazard at it’s
source, rather than merely reduce its severity. This requires systematically
surveying and solving problems in a recursive fashion across domains. Our
Roadmap employs cross-domain visibility and expertise to: viably eliminate
problems at the source, to eliminate redundancy and reduce the complexity of
the architecture across domains, and to optimise the universality of application
of each module. This enables solutions that will be simpler and cheaper to
(formally) analyze for correctness, understand, maintain and use.
4.3.5 Protect what is deployed today and enable future capabilities:
Clean-slate cross-domain thinking can find both short and longer term solutions
to today’s hard open problems. Minor changes to existing hardware or software can deliver significant safety, security and performance gains with modest
changes to existing third party intellectual property. When clean-slate foundations are absolutely required, we aim to achieve revolutionary capabilities that
can be applied to bolster as much of the existing infrastructure as possible.
4.3.6 Employ high assurance development methods and target high
certification levels: After the hard open design problems are addressed and a
conceptual architecture is in place, begin to employ high assurance development
methods and target high levels of assurance in safety and security certification.

4.3.7 Use formal methods to help prevent against insider attacks:
Formal methods reduce evaluation costs when several/many organizations must
review design requirements, specifications or implementations to establish their
level of confidence. The better defined and analyzed the system, and the more
easily independent entities can study these designs, then the less opportunities
there are for insider attacks at design, specification or implementation time.
4.3.8 Build emission security in: To reword a quote from NATO’s Anders
Fogh Rasmussen’s [51]: There simply can be no true cyber security without
emissions security. Address emission security [1] from the very onset [54].

5

Design for success!

B. Snow proclaims: “He who gets to the interface first, wins!” [64] The semiconductor industry now “designs for testability”, the safety industry “designs for
safety” and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security is urging us all to “build
security in.” We must also design for trustworthiness and dependability [15], [14]
between mutually suspicious stakeholders [50], design for mutual accountability
and audit [12], design user-centric systems that empower all stakeholders of a system [2], [31], design privacy aware security [29], design digital immune systems
that employ decentralised layered security [56], design for survivability under
targeted malice [64], design for determinism [61], design for ACET and WCET
predictability, design for real-time agility, and in particular design for modeling
and formal methods. Addressing one goal makes solving the next goal easier.

Fig. 1 ICT Gozo Malta / Synaptic Labs’ Technology Development Roadmap
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Synaptic Labs’ 12 year cyber campaign: design
strategies and progress

6.1 Prehistory: Synaptic Labs’ CTO was the lead designer and co-implementor
of a comprehensive cross platform, cross-vendor, object orientated telephony
framework that could, among other things, passively decode and monitor Signaling System 7 ISDN User Part (ISUP). After the framework was deployed on
live international traffic, attention shifted to pure research into clean-slate secure
user-centric globally-decentralized parallel computing architectures employing
(potentially high latency) transaction based memory architectures; leading to
the following projects... Also see: www.ictgozomalta.eu/vision-and-projects
6.2 Janelda - global-scale universal network carrier: Synaptic Labs’
goal was and is to realize a secure, real-time, universal network carrier. Originally conceived to provide point-to-point and point-to-multipoint communications, scaling transparently from processor-bus interconnects through to a mesh
network with billions of router nodes. It is designed to support overlapping
spheres of influence (security/ownership domains) and scale up to 1 terabit/s
flows with up to 1 second round trip latencies. Explicitly designed to achieve
lossless packet routing, congestion management and authenticated link-level encryption on one standard ASIC chip. We began by first surveying and solving
core scalability and performance problems in the Internet Protocol, particularly
with regard to cost effective wide-area network routing and congestion management. We explored how to manage the interoperability requirements to
securely host all existing wide-area network isochronous, cell and packet based
protocols without requiring changes (e.g. encoding or transcoding protocols) in
a variety of operational contexts, such as: transporting medical and legally privileged data (50-to-100 year security), industrial control traffic (low-jitter, zero
packet loss), Internet of things (lower power, bandwidth constrained, denial of
service resistance), peer-to-peer networks, web surfing, carrier grade telephony
and video streaming, and supporting both audited and anonymous traffic flows
directly in the infrastructure. Having solved most of the global-scale routing and packet congestion "network" issues at the conceptual level (includes
adapting known techniques in new ways), we shifted our attention to information security, particularly with regard to 100 year secure 10 gigabit/s link- and
packet-level authenticated encryption in hardware [53], post quantum secure
key exchange technologies, and managing name spaces within the network that
would be resistant to spoofing attacks.
6.3 50-to-100 year security: Extensive study was made of over 250 papers
relating to code-breaking quantum computing and long-term security: including classical (a)symmetric cryptography, candidate post quantum secure crypto,
and information-theoretically secure primitives. We argue that the only cryptographic primitives the community can rely on today for long term security are

NIST-style block-ciphers, hash functions and constructs based on those primitives. We then set out to survey and address the scalability and security
requirements for building key negotiation protocols and Merkle-tree style digital
signatures [26], including the design [34] of fault tolerant information theoretically secure symmetric key exchanges. Permits competing national cipher
standards to be simultaneously employed in one client transaction.
6.4 Global-scale identity management (IdM) and cryptographic key
management (CKM): Starting with traditional key distribution/translation
center technologies and all-or-nothing transformations as a base, and with our
global-scale multi-jurisdiction multi-stakeholder objectives in mind, our team
independently re-discovered a fault tolerant symmetric key negotiation protocol sketched in [30]. Our protocol employed modern smart cards and featured
a more complex human-trust model. In 2008 we identified how to arbitrarily scale the protocol to support billions of enrolled devices while continuing
to address the human-trust issues as discussed in §4.3, §4.3, §4.3, [36]. This
was independently reviewed, and well received, by world class experts in post
quantum security (J. Patarin and L. Goubin). Our proposal [33], [34], [36]
employs a decentralised trust model that exploits compartmentalisation, redundancy and diversification simultaneously across service provider, software developer, hardware vendor, class of cryptographic primitive, and protocol axis. It
supports the collaborative management of international name spaces, management of client transactions using public identifiers, enterprise CKM, and supports user/stakeholder-centric cross-cutting control mechanisms. This proposal
is suitable for use with commercial off the shelf hardware and is designed to
bolster the security of existing security deployments. [35] We then set out
to design a trustworthy and dependable hardware security module. In 2010 we
submitted 157 pages of input to NIST’s global-scale CKM SP800-13 [35].
6.5 Semiconductor emissions: Our request to the EDA community
is that the chip development suites add native support for dual-rail charge recovery logic technologies [62]. Please take into consideration the influence of
manufacture variability [57] on security [54], [67] and employ formal methods to
validate correctness of implementation [20] with experts in side-channel attacks.
6.6 Trustworthy Resilient Universal Secure Infrastructure Platform
(TruSIP): TruSIP targets safety and security first and was originally optimized for running existing applications on general purpose operating systems
under a hypervisor. It maintains uniform levels of confidentiality, integrity and
availability under exploitation of latent vulnerabilities or malware within any
software/hardware module of the multi-core computing platform (including kill
switches). Designed to prevent anybody (the service provider’s management
and techies, and the privileged persons involved in the design, implementation
or maintenance of any of the software or hardware modules used by the service provider) from gaining enough information to compromise a client’s 160-bit

symmetric key; making it ideal as a platform for infrastructure as a service
public cloud computing. This required particular attention to emission security and separation/non-interference [63] of tasks, requiring all hardware-based
covert timing channels [22] and timing channels [44] to be adequately controlled
or eliminated. TruSIP is designed to be a client and host for our global-scale
IdM and CKM proposal. TruSIP has gone through 2 revisions, and been studied
by world leading safety, security and survivability experts such as Brian Snow,
Miles Smid, Richard R. Brooks, Frederick Sheldon, Axel W. Krings. B. Snow
says: “Synaptic Laboratories has a sound design process; this design approach
and TruSIP need to be championed and moved forward to actual products.” [65]
6.7 Secure Real-time Revolution (SRRevolution):
DARPA is calling for the creation of new, low-power, secure processor architectures for use
in high performance embedded computers [41] and in next generation supercomputers [7]. Synaptic Labs’ SRRevolution platform, is designed to provide
an exa-scale class many-core clock-cycle deterministic real-time platform that
delivers strict non-interference properties, task agility, and WCET analyzability
from the onset. TruSIP’s fault-tolerance and higher assurance security properties will bolt on to SRRevolution.
Synaptic Labs began by adapting the original TruSIP design to include nested
preemption support, leading to an innovative memory subsystem optimized for
average case execution time (ACET) tasks. We then began to reach out to collaborate with all leading RTOS, WCET tool vendors and many real-time experts
to identify requirements and existing technologies that could be integrated into
our project. We have also begun collaborating with existing CPU vendors to
ensure out proposals can be adapted in their next generation of products. Having learnt that achieving determinism in server-grade processors was insufficient
for worst case execution time (WCET) analyzability, we set out to employ a heterogeneous multi-core architecture employing sever class cores, mainstream embedded processor cores, and the extremely power efficient and time-deterministic
Precision Timed (PRET) machines [22], [44] running the same user-land instruction subset. In particular ensuring a single real-time operating system instance
could run tasks on all cores in a cache coherent memory subsystem. To address
security and performance needs, we will exploit 2.5D IC (silicon circuit board),
true 3-D IC technologies (e.g. Tezzaron), in combination with low-emission dualrail charge recovery logic (e.g. Cyclos Semiconductor [62]) to achieve extremely
high-performance, single chip solutions.
We surveyed the real-time literature extensively [55], [73], [72], [49], [27] to
identify real-time requirements that must be met. Particular care was given to
intra- and inter-core inter-task communications [71], and semaphores. Working
with the community, we are explicitly targeting support for all safety and/or security certified real-time operating systems from the onset (such as INTEGRITY
and VxWorks) as well as strategically important RTOS (such as T-Kernel and
RTEMS). In particular our goal is to ensure all existing RTOS functionality
is supported for existing real-time applications. We will propose incremental

adjustments to the operating system abstraction that are better suited for manycore systems. Our designs will support all WCET tool vendors AbsInt, Rapita
Systems and Tidorum, including per-task optimization of the memory subsystem
for different WCET design and analysis practices (such as FP7 PROARTIS [25]
and parMERASA [70]). Our goal is also to maximize performance for existing
high assurance real-time programming languages such as Ada and formal methods such as B, Z, and Esterel. To further support formal methods, our goal
is to be able to provide full formal models of the PRET style cores, and the
deterministic memory and messaging fabric, permitting application of formal
methods from software all the way down into the silicon. When we move from
conceptual design to formal specifications we will work with our collaborators to
begin to refine designs to also meet the most demanding safety [5], security [3]
certification standards and requirements, including in aerospace, industrial control, smart grid, and automotive domains. We also aim to support various U.S.
NIST security control standards. We are globally optimising all our designs.
6.8 Secure Real-time Quick to Market computing platform: Synaptic
Labs has recently proposed a quick-to-market solution that improves the realtime performance of the European Space Agency’s quad-core Next Generation
Microprocessor (NGMP). A report [24] identified that resource contention could
lead up to 20x slower WCET for a task on NGMP. The designs appear to to be
universal (all mainstream instruction sets) and have been independently, positively, reviewed by world-leading real-time and related domain experts including
in global companies. The next step is prototyping and benchmarking.

7

Capacity building - Join the revolution

The above text describes key points of the grand strategy being employed within
the ICT Gozo Malta project focussed on Synaptic Labs’ trustworthy and dependable communication and computation vision that seeks to protect the legitimate
interests of all stakeholders in multi-jurisdiction, multi-stakeholder Internet-scale
environments. We have outlined various strategies §4 that have been employed,
including recursively surveying and solving the hard (open) design problems, so
that trustworthy and dependable foundations can be realized.
Clearly achieving this grand global-scale end-to-end vision is beyond the ability of any one organization acting on it’s own. More specifically, any new global
ICT eco-system should be formally designed, specified, implemented and built
in a collaborative manner with the support of community leaders for the benefit
of all stakeholders. Today, we already have many world-leading RTOS vendors
and WCET analysis vendors collaborating during the requirements and design
stage of our secure real-time computing projects. We also have many worldleading experts in the safety, survivability and information security community
collaborating on the safety and security aspects.
Various of the technologies listed above can be built in parallel. Today our
focus is on advancing the secure real-time computing side as these have the least

interdependencies and are absolutely essential for providing solid foundations
from which to achieve a universally trustworthy and dependable ecosystem.
We seek to engage the global formal methods community today and throughout the project to realise this vision. Independent technology reviewers are now
suggesting FP7 and other funding routes.
This is the grand project you’ve been meticulously honing your high-assurance
tools, methodologies and skills for!!! Your enquires and suggestions are welcome!

8

Closing Statement

If nations cannot agree to a common defense based on limiting cyber warfare
capabilities [59] then maybe we can agree to come together as netizens, organizations and nations behind a globally inclusive common cyber defense designed
to resist even the most advanced cyber weapons [11] created out of fear that exploitation of cyber vulnerabilities could lead to national strategic failure [4]. Instead of cyber weapons, let’s build universally trustworthy and dependable communication and computation systems that seek to protect the legitimate interests of all stakeholders in multi-jurisdiction, multi-stakeholder Internet-scale
environments. Modern life is now virtually totally dependent upon ICT. Let’s
build ICT foundations that bring the international community together. Over
a period of ≈ 12 years Synaptic Labs has been systematically addressing the
conceptual functional and security flaws in today’s ICT ecosystem. Today we
are ready to embark on the high assurance development of this international
vision. Let’s collaborate together!
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